
Empowering the French Community
First Aid Training 
with French Instructors

Frontliners Training Center 
We are excited to share in the French CCI newsletter
one of our activities, which focuses offering First Aid
classes especially tailored for the French community.
Our objective is to provide essential knowledge and
abilities needed to react appropriately in emergency
situations. 
First Aid is crucial since accidents and medical crises
can happen at any time. Quick and effective response
times can mean the difference between life and death

First Aid courses offered in the UAE are entirely in English, which can be difficult for some of
the country's French-speaking residents. The heart of our training facility is our team of
highly qualified French-speaking instructors. They have experience teaching courses in
French and can explain further the course presentation that is made in English (video part).
This method ensures enhanced participant comprehension and communication, allowing
students to study in a comfortable environment.

Our first aid classes provide practical instruction in a variety of life-saving skills, including CPR
(Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) and the treatment of common injuries; we are accredited
by ASHI (American safety and health institute), NAEMT (National Association of
Emergency Medical Technicians), DOH and ACTVET

Community-specific Training: At Empowering First Aid, we are aware that the demands of the
French-speaking community can differ. As a result, we provide a variety of customized
courses, ranging from first aid basics to more complicated ones like managing particular
emergency scenarios or trauma treatment. Our goal is to offer skills that are applicable and
practical so that the community can handle any unique problems that may arise.

To discover our other activities (For Clinical professionals like BLS ACLS PALS PHTLS) please
visit our website www.frontlinerstrainingcenter.com
3 Azha Street Al Danah Abu Dhabi UAE    info@frontlinerstrainingcenter.com
 +97126323455      +971566845632 (Whatsapp) 
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